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Hristo Botev: 

We visited the Bulgarian school and 

there we met the other Erasmus+ 

students. 

Concert:

At midday we gathered and each

group sang a song related to 

Gender Inequality and showed a 

presentation about this important

topic.

Welcome to Blagoevrad:1st day



University:2nd day
In the morning we met with a teacher

from the American University In Bulgaria 

(AUBG) that explained us the system of 

this campus. 

Later on a counselor showed us

some places of the university such

us the library, the canteen, a lab, 

the gym and the theatre.



In the morning we saw the Church 

of "St. St. Theodore Tyron and 

Theodore Stratilat "

Dobarsko and Dolno

Draglishte:

Then we danced together with 

typical dresses. We dived into the 

Bulgarian culture and met

important tradeswomen

3rd day



and made 

bracelets
We cooked

we dressed up 



Museum of 

illusions

The first activity we did in Sofia was

exploring all the optical illusions at

the museum 

National History 

Museum 

Then, after a few steps, we entered

the biggest and most famous

Cathedral of Bulgaria

Alexander 

Nevsky Cathedral

And finally we learnt the history of the 

Bulgarian nation through historical

artifacts

City centre
After that we had some free time to see

the city centre, the shops and the stalls 

where we bought some souvenirs
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Sofia:4th

day:
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What

exciting

experiences



Rila Monastery:5th day
The Rila Monastery is the largest and most famous Eastern Orthodox monastery 

in Bulgaria and is regarded as one of the most important cultural, historical and 

architectural monuments as this monument symbolizes the awareness of a Slavic cultural 

identity following centuries of occupation.



Meeting with a business women 

Last but not least we

had the opportunity to 

meet an emancipated

woman who is

engaged politically.



And finally we 

gathered to celebrate 

this trip and say 

goodbye in the hope 

of seeing each other 

as soon as possible.

We had a party where all

countries put their song

on and then sang and 

danced all together

Last night:


